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THANkS FOR CHOOSING THE 
HIGH-R® INSuLATION SySTEm 
FOR yOuR FACILITy. 

In response to requests from customers, 
HIGH-R has developed a method superior 
to traditional vinyl backed fiberglass for 
insulating metal frame buildings  After 
seven years of development, we have 
patented and are marketing the HIGH-R 
rigid panel ceiling and wall insulation 
system  Test lab data prove ceiling 
R-values in excess of R45 in the typical 
9” cavity between roof sheeting and the 
bottom of the purlin  You have chosen 
an insulation system with unsurpassed 
performance in energy efficiency and a 
clean finished look  

From the owner’s standpoint, this is 
an ideal system for any building where 
energy conservation and/or a durable 
interior finish are an issue  Energy models 
indicate a fast payoff from heating and 
cooling energy savings vs  traditional 
systems  Contractors like HIGH-R because 
it speeds building erection, minimizes 
worker fall exposure time and eliminates 
delays caused by rain and wind since the 
insulation system is installed after the 
steel frame and sheeting are in place  Our 
purlin clips make HIGH-R even more easy 
and efficient to install by sliding right onto 
the trim for easy attachment to framing 
members without tools  The HIGH-R purlin 
clips snap directly onto the purlin securing 

the trim and providing yet another barrier 

against thermal short circuits  

Some of the types of buildings in 

which we’ve installed the system 

include: retail show rooms, community 

college multipurpose buildings, food 

manufacturing plants, climate controlled 

warehouse spaces, gymnasiums, 

showrooms, greenhouses and even a 

bakery  It’s the right insulation for any 

occupied space requiring climate control 

HIGH-R is food grade approved, power-

washable, and is available in thirty-six 

colors or a bright white finish  Its finished 

appearance has eliminated the need for the 

installation of a grid ceiling in many retail 

spaces  The savings from eliminating the 

grid ceiling often pays for the cost of the 

system  And, it’s virtually the only product 

on the market that can effectively and 

profitably retrofit an existing building  

The HIGH-R system is available in kit 

form for easy installation by you or your 

installer  The kits include all the materials 

necessary to install the system along 

with use of our patented installation 

manifold  The manifold is helpful to obtain 

the insulation density needed to achieve 

the high R-values that make the system 

work  We can also provide the training 

and technical expertise needed to help you 

install the system yourself  
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SySTEm COmPONENTS

PVC TRIm

HIGH-R incorporates five different types of PVC 
trim; the J-Channel, the Quick Clip, the Flex-Tite 
female, the Retrofit female and Flex-Tite male pieces  
The J-Channel is installed around the perimeter of 
the bays even with the bottom of the purlins  The 
Quick Clip has two receiving ends with a long tail 
for securing onto the board  The Quick Clip trim 
is installed between the lengths of two sheets  
The Flex-Tite female trim has a narrow channel 
for receiving the Flex-Tite male trim  It is usually 
gray and is attached parallel to the purlin using the 
HIGH-R Purlin Clip  The Flex-Tite male trim is white 
and has a flexible gasket and teeth to lock into the 
Flex-Tite female trim  The flexible gasket forms the 
seal to complete the vapor barrier 

HIGH-R PuRLIN CLIP

The HIGH-R Purlin Clip was developed to make 
installing the HIGH-R Insulation System even  
easier and faster  This clip slides onto the female 
Flex-Tite trim  

HIGH-R mANIFOLd

This patented tool enables installers to blow the 
loosefill fiberglass insulation into each purlin cavity  
The manifold attaches directly to the hose of a 
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fiberglass insulation blower, and helps to achieve 
the proper density in the system  The HIGH-R 
Manifold is used in new construction but not usually 
in retrofit situations 

y CONNECTOR

The Y Connector attaches to a single hose from a 
fiberglass insulation blower  Two separate hoses 
feed into the manifold 

SCREWS ANd WASHERS

2-1/2” self-tapping screws with 1-1/2” white plastic 
washers can be used to attach the board to the 
purlin in the field of each board  These self-tapping 
screws make it easy to attach the board into the thick 
metal purlin  7/16” self-tapping screws are used for 
J-Channel attachment to the perimeter of the bays 

BLOWER ANd HOSE

Any insulation blower suitable for blowing fiberglass 
may be used to install insulation into the purlin 
cavity  Blowers and hose are available as for rent 
or purchase through HIGH-R  Make sure that the 
proper length and electrical cords and service are 
provided for your project 

CAuLk

Proper caulking is essential to the performance of 
the system  Make sure all penetrations through the 
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board are caulked to properly create a vapor barrier  
Improperly sealing the system may result in vapor 
transmission and condensation problems 

TAPE FOR PENETRATIONS  
ANd REPAIRS

The white vinyl tape is used to patch any holes or 
penetrations that might occur in the system  Often 
times tape is provided to use when fitting the panels 
around bracing of the structure  The tape helps to 
maintain the vapor barrier 

FIBERGLASS INSuLATION

HIGH-R specified loose-fill fiberglass insulation is 
the preferred choice  It is engineered and warranted 
not to settle  Sustainable formaldehyde-free blowing 
wool is encouraged 

HIGH-R CEILING PANELS

These insulation panels offer color, fire ratings, and 
FDA approval for splash and food contact  The white 
ValuPanel offers a 65% light reflecting surface  
Both panels can be power-washed up to o 2000 PSI  
DuraPanel is fire-rated for exposed applications at 
0 028” thickness and has a permeability rating of less 
than  03 (Better than 6 mil poly)
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INSTALLATION PREPARATION

OTHER TOOLS ANd EquIPmENT NOT INCLudEd IN HIGH-R 
INSTALLATION kIT

Other tools needed to install the system that are not included in the kit are caulking guns, screw 
guns, electrical extension cords, insulation knifes for cutting panels, dust masks, tape measures 
and equipment required to reach the ceiling  We recommend using scissor lifts or scaffolding 

mATERIAL HANdLING

Store all materials away from water and protected from damage 
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INSTALLING THE 
SySTEm

STEP 1:

Install J-Channel starting at the gable end of the 
building  The bottom lip of the trim should be 1 25 
inches below the level of the bottom of the purlins  
Attach with #8 x 5/8 modified truss self-tapping 
screws or #8 x 5/8 self-tapping screws with 5/16 
Hex heads 24 inches on center 

STEP 2:

The distance from the J-Channel mounted on the 
side wall to the first purlin to receive female Flex-
Tite should be equal to, or less than, the length of 
the HIGH-R® DuraPanel or ValuPanel sheets being 
used  Successive purlin spacing is generally equal 
until reaching the ridge of the building or the other 
sidewall in the case of single slope roofs  Typical 
purlin spacing is 5 feet on center  Purlin spacing 
is an important consideration when ordering 
materials  Plan your layout in order to most 
efficiently utilize materials  Slide six HIGH-R purlin 
clips onto each 10 foot section of female Flex-Tite, 
so clips are spread approximately 18" apart  Install 
female Flex-Tite the length of the building (parallel 
with the purlins) on the bottom of every other purlin  
Sheets of HIGH-R DuraPanel or ValuPanel to be 
installed later will run perpendicular to the purlins 
and typically be field cut to provide a 48” x 60” grid 

purlin clip
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STEP 3:

HIGH-R DuraPanel or ValuPanel sheets are installed 
beginning at the gable end corner and moving 
from sidewall to sidewall across the building  The 
long side of each sheet parallels the gable end of 
the building and runs perpendicular to the purlin  
The first sheet will rest in the previously installed 
J-Channel against the sidewall and end wall and be 
secured with self-tapping screws  The end opposite 
the sidewall will butt against the vertical leg of the 
female Flex-Tite installed in Step 2 

Install evenly spaced 2 inch #12 self-tapping screws 
with 1 inch plastic washers 1 foot on center through 
the HIGH-R DuraPanel or ValuPanel into the purlin 
in the center of the sheet 

STEP 4:

Insert the HIGH-R Manifold into the back of the 
cavity created by the purlins and the HIGH-R 
DuraPanel or ValuPanel  See manifold set-up in 
Preparation Before Installing HIGH-R  Start the 
insulation blower and blow fiberglass blowing wool 
into the cavity as the manifold is slowly moved 
outward  (Any insulation blower that is acceptable 
for use with fiberglass blowing capacity)  Move 
the manifold at a speed that allows the cavity to 
pack full of blowing wool  Proper insulation density 
is achieved at one (1) 0 8 pound of insulation per 
cubic foot of cavity space  Density control is easy 
to achieve after a little practice  It is important to 
properly fill each cavity to maintain R-values 
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STEP 5:

Install a piece of Quick Clip Trim onto the length of the HIGH-R DuraPanel or ValuPanel 
perpendicular to the purlin  Slide the Quick Clip Trim tight against the sheet to prevent gaps 
in spacing of each sheet  Install male Flex-Tite piece by snapping into the female Flex-Tite 
piece, using a rubber mallet if necessary  The male Flex-Tite piece should be snapped tight 
to the board, allowing the flexible gasket to press against the HIGH-R panels 

Repeat this entire this process as you move back and forth across the entire building  It may 
be possible to install 2 sheets of HIGH-R DuraPanel or ValuPanel in each purlin space at one 
time and blow them full of fiberglass before moving to the next purlin space  The number of 
obstacles within the cavity will determine if this is feasible  You must ensure that the entire 
cavity receives one 0 8 pound of blowing wool per cubic foot of space in order for the system 
to function properly 

There are two options available for insulating above the last row of ceiling panels  You may 
use a dry wall circle cutter to cut a 4” hole in each sheet, insert the blower hose, fill the cavity 
with blowing wool, replace the plug you cut out and trim with plastic plug or tape provided 
(see alternative trimming method in next section), or you may densely pack unfaced fiberglass 
batting on top of each sheet as you install it  Although using the fiberglass method may be 
easier we recommend you use the cut out method  Using the loose-fill insulation ensures that 
the entire area is better insulated and minimizes the chances for condensation 
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SPECIAL CONSIdERATIONS

uSE OF THE RETROFIT FEmALE TRIm

Use the Retrofit Female Trim with an inch clearance to accommodate existing lines and 
equipment to speed the install process 

Areas where vinyl tape will be used shall be free from dirt, dust, oil, or grease  This will 
insure a better bond between the tape and the HIGH-R panels  Over time the tape may need 
to be maintained 

uSE WITH POST FRAmE BuILdINGS ANd WOOd TRuSSES

This system may also be installed in buildings with wood trusses, please call HIGH-R 
technical support for details  1-888-292-2382

mANIFOLd

In the case of very narrow purlin spaces it is not practical to utilize a manifold  It may be 
necessary to custom cut a scrap piece of the HIGH-R panel to use in lieu of the manifold or use 
a piece of fiberglass batting wrapped around the hose end  Retrofits with an existing layer of 
insulation may require field modifications to the manifold or using the techniques described  
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